CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
OCTOBER, 2020
Next Meeting

- NO October Meeting

Update Highlights:
• We continue suspending meetings and organized work sessions because of the virus situation. A
few may work as they feel comfortable. So no sessions will be posted until it is deemed safe.
•
• On September 23rd, 2020, test runs using the G-16 passenger train set over West Branch Line were
made without incident. The remains work is final profiling of the ballast in place and added where
required. We will also check the Branch Line for final level.
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September 10th Work. Ballasting continued on the main line from the platform and up the hill
towards the new switch to build up the shoulders where the track has been raised. Dan
Perkins found a great shot from the tower steps. Sometimes the a push is required around the
curve. The gravel car bunker holds about 1 ton of granite Byron Bobb is the engineer, Marc
Brown operating the chutes, and Dave Peterson pushing.
Pictures Dan Perkins unless noted

September 16th Work.
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Fine Tuning the New Switch.
Marc Brown makes final adjustments to the
points and springs to obtain the proper
clearance for the wheel flanges. Previous test
runs revealed clearances were insufficient
when the switch was aligned for diverging
from the mainline onto Branch Line. Marc
removed the points to grind the tips of the
points and re-weld the clamps to provide
additional clearances.
Below, Marc and Byron Bobb discuss the final
adjustments on the switch points. This spring
switch, which in this location, will be set for a
train moving toward the depot approaching the
points.. Trains departing from the depot on the
West Branch approaching the switch will run
through the frog first and then will push the
points over and pass through.The points will
return to their preset position after each wheel
passes.

New Switch Stand Rehab
Dave Peterson has been
renovating the Milwaukee
Road switch stand’s flag.
Here he is removing the rivets
that held the flag in place.
Earlier Kirk Olson cut the rivet
heads off so the the flag could
be removed. The repainted
flag is shown at the left.

Photo at left, Dave Peterson

September 23rd, 2020 test runs on the West Branch Line
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Prepping the Test Train.
Kirk Olson, Marck Brown,
Dave Peterson, and Frank
Garber prep and assemble
the test train to check the
train set after repairs made
to two of the former S-16
coaches, check the track
where re-gauging was
completed, and run through
new switch at the south end
go the West Branch Line.
The train also operated on
the complete loop

Test Train.
Prank Garber heads out
with the test train. Frank
has been our lead
engineer with G-16 train
set. He knows every noise
and bump running the
loop clockwise.

Test Train.
Prank Garber eases
through the switch
approaching from the
points end.first. After a
successful run through,
the train completed its run
back to the depot platform.
We made a second run
around the loop diverting
onto the West Branch
Line. After the train
passed through, the
switch was thrown and the
train reversed direction to
check the spring action.

Videos of the Test Runs are posted on the Chippewa
Valley Railroad Facebook site. Three videos are posted of
the September 23rd event.
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We changed the switch to
divert the train onto the
Branch Line and returned
to the Depot platform
successfully!
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Running Back on the West
Branch Line
Frank Garber completes the
successful run of the day
returning to the platform.
The track on the right is the
re-aligned main line that now
connects to Track No. 2 at the
depot platform. This picture
shows the major change to
the railroad. We now will have
about 550 feet of dual
trackage between the platform
and the new switch where the
track join into one.
Photo Dave Peterson

More Ballasting
Frank Garber ran the
ballast train after the
passenger train test.
Here he backs up with
a full load go ballast.
Kirk is on board to
operate the chutes.

HISTORY SECTION SUMMER - 1977

Depot Construction 1977-78
The CVRR depot was built beginning in April 2,1977 with help of the Chippewa Valley Technical College
(formally District One Technical College ) construction department. The students framed up the building,
set the trusses and placed the roof sheeting.and sided the walls. The members installed the roofing,
installed the windows, made the “barn doors” and installed the doors. The foundation is a grade beam with
no footing built on grade. Lots of sand fill was placed to raise the grade around the depot. American
Materials. Fehr Concrete, now County Concrete, loaded their dump truck to us to transport the sand.
Track was installed in the spring 1978 to the grade crossing. The turntable was built and track in the depot
installed also.
Photo A. Robert Johnson Collection
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